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decrees (including 30.000 doctorates) were granted in Spanish America during the
colonial period.
Too often, however, the acquisition of a university degree was looked upon by
the American Creoles as a badge of equality or even superiority to the peninsular
Spaniards with whom they had to compete for public and clerical office. So a
university education became not so much a professional preparation for superior
accomplishment or public service to the general welfare as a credential of upper-class
status. Consequently the impetus to change the medieval university curriculum or
adapt it to the conditions of America was fairly slight:
In Spanish America the universities' systematized, authoritarian pedagogy
made them the custodians of a pre-established knowledge. The parading of
knowledge became the scholar's goal. Scholarship depended upon intellectual
intensification and memorization and verbal manipulation rather than investiga-
tion or innovation of any kind.18
In sum, to the middle or end of the eighteenth century the secondary and higher
educational patterns transferred from Spain to Spanish America turned out to be
predominantly classical, humanistic, literary, and Christian with the aim focused upon
training an educated clergy and with pedagogy confined largely to a pedantic
formalism. The scientific realism that was becoming so important in Europe and North
America in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries scarcely affected Spanish America.
It was almost all Renaissance and Counter-Reformation in style and purpose.
The early Franciscans who argued that the Amerindians could be Christianized
through their own languages without induction into the full panoply of Spanish
culture and language may have been humanitarian and anthropologically wise, but as it
turned out Hispanization won the day in Latin American education. The crown
wanted the Spanish language as a common tongue for ruling a vast empire beset by
large numbers of indigenous oral languages. Charles V had set out inacedula of 1550
to order the establishment of schools to teach Spanish to the Amerindians, but this
was not carried out, and Philip II in 1596 simply said Spanish teachers should be
available in the villages to teach any Indians who wished to learn Spanish. As a result
of the policy of Hispanization of education and the virtual exclusion of Amerindians
and Africans from formal education, the speaking of an Amerindian language became
one of the major signs of subjection and lower-class status even more important in
some respects than biological race. This has led to a classification of members of
Latin American society on the basis of "social race,'* including such sociocultural
factors as education, language, custom, or wealth as well as ancestry or appearance.19
In The Philippines
The Spanish conquest of the Philippines had far different results for the education of
Filipinos from that of Amerindian America. Augustinian friars accompanied Legaspiin
1565 when he renewed Spanish claims to the Philippines, nearly 50 years after the
18Gibson, op. cit., p. 131.
See Wagley, op. cit. chap. 5, for a fascinating discussion of "social race."

